Approximate Headworks site

Approximate Treatment Plant site

Approximate Portal 13 (Y-12 commercial/vendor vehicle security gate) Open 5:00am-12:30pm Monday through Thursday

Approximate Chestnut Ridge Y-12 exit gate Open during ORR Landfills’ operating hours with pre-coordination with Y-12 Operating Contractor

Approximate Landfill location Open 6:30am-5:00pm Monday through Thursday

Yellow arrows and white lines with white dots indicate approximate 7 mile circular roundtrip route using portal 13. Additional blue arrows (Upper-center of the map) lengthens the approximate circular roundtrip distance to 8 miles using portal 23.

Approximate Portal 23 (main security gate) Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Approximate circular roundtrip distance using Portal 13 gate is 7 miles.
Approximate circular roundtrip distance using Portal 23 gate is 8 miles.